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Echolink & Echolink Repeaters: Vaughan M0VRR, our new
RSGB Regional Manager for the West Midlands. (RM5)

December 15 Annual Christmas Dinner at The Duck in Allscott.
December 22 Mince Pies & Mulled Wine @ HQ. Story telling !
December 25 (Sat.) TDARS nets at 0900 and/or 2100 hrs. 80m, ’TF and 144.600MHz
December 29 On-the-Air and informal evening at LWVH HQ.
January 1

Club Net— 0900 and/or 2100 hrs.80m, GB3TF, 144.6 MHz monitored.

January 5 , 2011 G3ZME on Air and Committee Meeting. LWVH
January 12

Club Projects ‘Show and Tell’ progress evening.

January 19

TDARS Portable in 2011 Planning evening.

January 26

e-QSLs - and all that. Dave G0CER

February 2

Committee meeting. /A venue: HQ closed

February 9

“Under a Fiver” Construction Competition. Don’t be shy !

February 16

“Astronomy” by Martyn G0CZD (to be confirmed). Ex TDARS Member

February 23 Pacific Ocean Dxpeditions. Illustrated talk by Derek Cox G3KHZ
For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677)
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB.
For Equipment Loans & Returns contact Ricky M0RKY or Norman G0ASP
REMINDER: Paid up Members are welcome to borrow items of Club Equipment, so long
as they’re returned the following week and the usual “signing out” process is followed
strictly. That’s a privilege of TDARS Membership. If you can’t return it on time, please
find someone else who can, or don’t borrow it that week! Curator: Ricky M0RKY

Editorial
A TDARS submission for “RSGB Club of the Year 2010” has just been made to the
Radio Society. Obviously, it is mainly a ’blowing our own trumpet’ exercise, ’cos if we don’t
do it, as sure as amps are amps, no one else will do it for us. Thus the four pages cover items
like Special Events we organise, Community involvement, Mentoring for newer members,
number of training sessions for Foundation, Intermediate and Advanced exam candidates,
Contest entries and successes, equipment loans and so on.
One curious section was an “Age Profile” of our Membership, for which I used the
members’ list in last March’s Newsletter, provided by Jim, G8UGL who holds the membership
data. We also tried to take account of the ‘temporary members’ who belong for the duration
of their licence training with Mike & Co for the various exam levels. Thus we said 4% are
under 21 years of age, 24% between 22 and 40, 26% between 41 and 60 years, and 46% are
over 61 years old. This is a rather worrying trend, with almost no members of school or
student age—but I’m sure it is a common pattern in the vast majority of radio clubs up and
down the UK. You probably have your own ideas as to why this is the situation.
On a more positive note, we also completed a section which asked us to supply
“outstanding individual achievements in 2010”. Sitting around the committee table, we came
up with the following: Ricky M0RKY who passed through the 3 exam stages to obtain his
advanced licence in just twelve months and is now learning morse. Dave G0CER who
entered the IOTA contest in July, and came 9th in the world in his section with a first-time
entry. Jim G8UGL who built and installed the replacement GB3TF logic board (plus a spare!).
Martyn who persevered with the new 13cm microwave beacon project GB3ZME, and now
awaits the OfCOM Licence. Don M0FHM and his Telford DARS Website, with over 150 pages
and often daily updates. Ron M0EAK who achieved 12 words-per-minute morse proficiency at
the young age of 84. Don M0FHM (again!) with the GB7SY D-Star working repeater over at
Condover, integrated with the “MidStar” and national networks.
Inevitably we have surely missed out many other individual achievements, but there is a
prescribed cap of 100 words for this section, so a line had to be drawn somewhere. However,
I would like to add to this list in the next Newsletter, so please let me have your nominations
and personal achievement in the next few weeks. I promise to print every single one, and as
with an election, you can nominate any TDARS member, or yourself, of course !
MIV
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
CHAIRMAN: Derek Southey G0EYX
(01785 604904)
VICE-CHAIRMAN: Martyn Vincent
(01952 255416)
SECRETARY: Mike Street G3JKX
(01952 299677)
TREASURER: Jim Wakenell G8UGL
(01952 684173)
CURATOR : Ricky Brown M0RKY
(01952 411793 or 07947 351980)
NEWSLETTER EDITOR: Martyn Vincent G3UKV
(01952 255416)
PUBLICITY : Dave G0CER
(01630 638699 or 07971 416940, leave msg)
Committee: Richard M1RKH; Simon G0UFE; Chris M0ECM; Eric M0KZB;
Dave G8VZT; Martin 2E0TRO; Rob 2E0RAV;
Trophies/Certs: G3UKV, M1RKH. QSL Manager David M0EMM
Assistant Curator: Norman G0ASP (01952 261575)
Radio Amateur Exams: Latest News: www.tdars.org/html/rainingFoundation.html

QTC? News & Information
TDARS MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT LITTLE WENLOCK VILLAGE HALL UNLESS
INDICATED OTHERWISE ON THE FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME.
ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM. MEETINGS USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
After a number of months, the HF and VHF/UHF antennas are accessible from the
area just beyond the kitchen proper for connection to an HF or VHF rig. There is no excuse
now for not activating the bands from this compact downstairs location. For HF, the doublet
dipole antenna winds itself around the loft area, and coax comes down channelling to an outlet
panel. An auto-ATU in the loft (on loan at present) matches the wire antenna to the coax feeder,
which makes life easy. On 2m and 70cm, a dual band vertical is also mounted in the loft, again
fed with good coax to the operating area. Neither antenna is a contest winner, but both should
give good results for casual operating by members. Simply fetch rig with mike & power lead,
PSU and coax patch lead. Connect up and switch on. Select band. Operate ! Easy or what ?
G3Z was given another airing in November, when Mike G3JKX
used his own station to have about 25 QSOs on 144MHz CW (morse). It
was hard going, with very low activity, although one or two continentals
got into the log.
Also, in the contest context, the UK VHF/UHF Tuesday Activity evening
sessions (UKAC) described earlier this year by Dave G0CER have given
credit to TDARS. On 6, 2 metres and 70 cms, there have been entries by
Dave ‘CER, Paul M0PNN and David M0EMM during the course of the
year. Overall, TDARS is currently 15th out of 45 clubs on 50 MHz with 5554 points, 23rd out of
60 on 144 MHz (7593 pts) and 24th out of 45 clubs on 432 MHz (3181 pts.).
Individual entries in UKAC:G0CER: 6m: 46th of 202 entries, 2m:86th of 331 and 70cm 60th of 196 stations.
M0EMM: 6m: 50th of 202 entries, 2m: 121st of 331 and 70cm: 143rd of 196 stations.
M0PNN: 2m: 164th of 331 entries
The more sessions that stations participate in, the higher the score and the overall placing per
band. Well done to Dave, David and Paul for including the club affiliation.
A few more Books for our club library have been recently purchased. A full list of TDARS
books available for loan will be published shortly in the Newsletter. The collection of Antenna
books is particularly extensive. To borrow one or more titles, speak to Ricky M0RKY, our
Society curator. There is no problem having the book for more than a week, so long as no one
else wants to borrow the same title—but please remember to return it promptly after use.
After all the shenanigans to qualify to renew our Special Contest Call (SCC) G3Z in the
new year, the RSGB threw in the towel and announced an agreement with OfCOM to defer the
5 points requirement (see last Newsletter Pg 4) for a further 3 years. They were clear victims of
their own incompetence, since so few clubs were even aware of the proposed changes. Anyway,
no harm done, since it has made us all more aware of the privilege and potential of having a
Special Contest Call like G3Z. Hopefully, more named contests may be included in the future.
Whilst on the subject of the RSGB, a letter critical of their decision to raise the entrance
fee for each of the Foundation, Intermediate and Advanced Licence exams by £5 from
January 1st has been sent to the General Manager by the Committee. (F: £27.50, Int £32.50,
Adv £37.50). This near-20% increase is particularly hard on someone new to the hobby, who
perhaps fails his/her first attempt at a Foundation Licence, and then has to pay a second full
fee for a re-sit. Members know of at least 2 younger applicants who have given up the second
attempt simply because of the cost. Is this sensible marketing for new recruits to the hobby ?

G3ZME/P came FIRST in the summer 2010 UK microwave cumulative contests on each
of the 5.7 GHz and 10 GHz bands , and second on 24 GHz.. (Ops: Jim G8UGL, Dave G8VZT,
Martyn G3UKV, Mike G4NKC and Kevin G8UPF).
Richard G0VXG also put in a Club entry (GX3ZME) for the Club Calls 160 metre contest in mid
November. Ops. were Richard G0VXG, Mike G3JKX and Phil G0VSJ, and they had 78 QSOs,
hoping to better last year’s position—21st. out of 105 entrants.
GB3TF now accepts 1750Hz tone-burst or 103.5Hz CTCSS tone for access, wide or narrow
FM. Also, it now transmits the ctcss tone. A tweak of the squelch level should fix the occasional
burst of annoying noise, but it seems to be temperature sensitive. Incidentally, just the sending of
’TFs regular ID allows un-squelched receiver noise to be re-transmitted, which is why sometimes
noise appears unexpectedly, even though there has not been an attempted external access.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Some comments on the October RSGB Convention at Horwood House.
By Dave Harris G0CER
The new venue was a rather nice converted country Manor in the middle of countryside - with new
sleeping and meeting areas added; the rooms were large. I went down on Friday on the train - the
RSGB put on a free mini-bus from (and back to) Milton Keynes railway station for the 8 people
who needed it.
I'd booked meals for the two evenings - it was a tale of two styles eg suits or not. I was in the 'not'
grouping. However the tables were random except for the ‘important’. Both evenings the mix was
great - typically Saturday was 3 English, 1 German, 2 Americans, a Norwegian and a Canadian
guy. Interesting to note that the Stockport lot (G5O) hadn't realised about losing the call-sign if
they don't use it appropriately.
Saturday.
I went along to events on planning, antenna construction, ferrite chokes, CME (by Prof. Lucie
Green who is sometimes on 'Sky at Night' ) which over ran and I missed two others.
Sunday.
VHF contests forum, which really was - 'tell us and we'll go away and discuss it' rather than open
forum - it over-ran and I missed some, so then went straight into HF Contest awards where much
lively comments and clapping as teams and individuals received various awards. Then HF
Contest forum and IOTA results, more discussion and the RSGBs ideas for changing the HF
Championship contest to make it a balance of modes (eg bring in external contests like EU Sprint
for digimode!) and more SSB contests. For those interested, the 21/28 MHz contest was well
supported by the audience, but I got the impression it won't be with us long, IOTA may have
changes to cut value for 'fixed to fixed' contacts.
I learned at this event that I'd come 9th (not 12th as I thought) in the world in my class in IOTA
which is pleasing.
I meant to go to the LOTW (ARRL Logbook of the World) practical demonstration, but sat waiting
for the US exams VE (volunteer examiners) team and missed it - it was worth missing as I'm
pleased to say I passed my 'Extra' exam, upgrading from last years 'General' exam and cost me
£11 plus donation to cover the room costs. (Compare new RSGB exam charges ! – Ed)
There was lots more there I've not listed see here: for more info.:http://www.rsgb.org/rsgbconvention/docs/2010_RSGB_Convention_Timetable.htm
Last note - going by train was great going there - fast lean-over train from Crewe to Milton Keynes,
but going home - slow train, missed connection and the last section cancelled without being informed from Crewe to Whitchurch – then being told I'd have to wait from 21.15 to 23.20 to catch
the next replacement bus! Being only 16miles from home, my wife drove out and fetched me.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Is this really Microsoft’s top man in Bombay?
If so, his top button is undone— a poor example to his
subordinates. (Photo source: G3JKX)

Horwood House, near Milton Keynes, which Dave
‘CER visited in October: New venue (but old
photo ?) for the RSGB 2010 Annual Convention.

Packet in Shropshire – still?
Dig those Tiny 2s out.
Yes – the packet network still has life in
Shropshire. A BBS in Newport and APRS all
over and really busy.
People have a view on it, one way or another,
this is just information, a taster.
GB7PMB BBS with a node SALOP RF connect
144.9375MHz (recently changed to avoid local
QRN).
Also connect via Telnet on the internet, [contact Chris G0CNG—ex TDARS member (Ed.)].
Sited at QTH of Tony, G7BUG and also uses G7BUG-8
MAXPAK run this network, (using 2m, 70cm and some microwave trunk links). This includes
GB7MAX & BLOX node, DUDLEY node (GB7DN) and GB7WAL in Walsall. The network is still
connected to the global packet network, though most people inter-connect BBSs via the
Internet now. RF links are fewer by far.
Maxpak will celebrate with the 100h edition of their newsletter, Digicom in the coming month,
and they still meet monthly. Their Website http://www.maxpak.org.uk.
For those who know John Wiseman G8BPQ, he re-started development of the BPQ software –
search on Yahoo groups for support, search on BPQ32.
APRS next month, if you’re interested in finding out about packet radio, do shout up via the list
server.
From Dave Harris G0CER
[ Dave has said that if there is sufficient interest shown in this item, he will include some
information about local APRS next time in the Newsletter: - Sounds like a good topic for
a talk at the club sometime, Dave ! Ed ]
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

THANKS to Dave G0CER, Mike G3JKX, Richard G0VXG, Simon M3SET and the TDARS
Committee for Newsletter i/p. Next publ. #245 February 2011 time. Input always welcome !
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Jamboree on the Air (JOTA) 2010 by Simon Taylor M3SET
I have been involved with the Scout movement for more years than I care to remember and when
I moved to Shropshire, I was asked by Phil Sandell, G4HQB to help run the activity for 1st Ludlow
Scout Group. This was back in 2005 and I have helped every year since. However, Phil (HQB)
spends most of his time drinking tea and leaving me to the radio and the Scouts! It was time for
me to seek reinforcements and thankfully, Richard M0RKY agreed to lend a hand.
Therefore on the third full weekend in October, we spent a great 48 hours at Diddlebury Village
Hall, where we activated the special callsign GB0LSG (Golf Bravo Zero Ludlow Scout Group). Our
equipment was quite simple, Trio TS520, MFJ Versa Tuner, 80 metre dipole, 20 metre end fed
vertical and copious amounts of tea!
We had a fantastic weekend, enabling 40 Scouts between the ages of 6 – 18 to exchange
greeting messages with fellow Scouts throughout Europe and the UK. We had a total of 39 QSOs
over the weekend, 31 of which were with other Scout stations. We also worked 18 different
countries, which is a Ludlow JOTA record!
Not only did we have JOTA running, but the Scouts took part in many other activities, including
music, hiking, orienteering and JOTI (Jamboree on the Internet), where they communicate
through secure chat rooms.
A great time was had by all and the Scouts were great fun. My thanks go to Richard RKY, to all
the Scouts and to those who fed and watered Richard and I so admirably for the duration.
I have already been asked to help again next year and we are looking to expand our operations to
hopefully include VHF and morse. Any volunteers?
Simon. M3SET

I’m sure others at the club will be happy to join you in 2011, Simon. Just give a reminder—Ed
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

So you think you’ve got problems in the shack ? By Martyn G3UKV
Some while ago, Peter M1FGN lent me a book by Gavin
Weightman “Signor Marconi’s Magic Box”. It gives a fascinating
insight to some of the difficulties faced by the early pioneers of
wireless. I particularly enjoyed reading a section that describes
how de Forest needed to send to Guantanamo (part of the
Caribbean island now known as Cuba—where a few guys are
still locked up by the Yanks), someone to set up a radio station for
the U.S. navy. The luckless ‘volunteer’ was a man named Frank
Butler, and he landed in the Cuban jungle in the summer of 1905.
He hired local labour, “including a renegade Frenchman who
acted as chef and general dogsbody. They were attacked by insects, scorpions, wild cats and
snakes. Not long after the station house was built, the motto ’Abandon hope all ye who enter
here, for verily this is hell’ was nailed over the door.”
But these weren’t his only discomforts. Butler kept a diary, and here are a few extracts:
June 5th. Big 50 H.P. motor generator blew up.
June 26th. Killed an 8 foot Moha snake in back yard. This was the cause of so many of our
chickens disappearing.
July 13th. Terrific storm 2.20am. Lightning struck station bursting an entire room full of condensers—just finished after two weeks of hard work—throwing oil and plate glass all over the room.
August 21st. Small cyclone struck us.
August 31st. Lightning struck the station at 4.15 pm blown up one set of condensers.
September 5th. No fresh water. Had to drink salt water all day.
September 24th. Another entire span of 15,000 feet antenna wire blown down.
September 27th. Touched off station again and blower motor blew up.
October 8th. Herd of horses from workmen’s camp broke corral in night and demolished the guy
wires on the entire aerial spans, twisting wires badly.
October 15th. Earthquake at 4.43 pm while eating supper.
November 17th. Heard Key West and Pensacola for the first time.
December 15th. Big two ton transformer blew up.
When the station was eventually commissioned, the tropical climate generated such static at the
low frequencies in use that it was difficult to read any signals at all.
De Forest actually wrote to encourage him, and as a consolation wrote “You are the star martyr
to the wireless cause at present and have our fullest sympathies….it is a tough problem….but
will keep trying new stunts until it is solved.”
Setting up an International Marconi Day station next year across in Tywyn perhaps won’t seem
so difficult after all, although looking back thirty or more years to various TDARS expeditions,
we certainly have had our moments. Here’s 3 shots taken in October whilst trying to operate
from the summit of Brown Clee during our own English type cyclone, 2010 style….

Right: Propagation predictor as
used by Mike G3JKX.
The vertical axis is solar flux
(sun’s activity output level,
currently around 87 units), and
the horizontal axis shows both
‘A’ and ‘K’ indices. (A is 24hr
average of magnetic activity on
earth, whilst K is the same, but
updated every 3 hours on a
zero to 9 scale). Look on the
TDARS website homepage for
the latest data, and then transfer the figures to this graph to
see how the solar data relates
to HF propagation predictions.
[Source: Mike believes it came
from Ham Radio Today some
time in the 1990s.]

Left: Some morse
Characters NOT worth
learning. If you look
closely, the morse we use
today is one of 4 flavours
that have been used in
bygone years, and is called
‘continental’.
The punctuation marks are
quite extensive too,
although we only use a
handful today. There is a
possibility TDARS may
enter HF CW (morse) Field
Day next June, so start
practising !

